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airport area using test borings and seismic soundings. Osborne (1988) and Brown et al. (1990)

compiled information on the bedrock surface for the Stevens Point airport wellfield using well logs as

part of a groundwater flow modeling effort. Unfortunately, these coverages are either at too small a

scale to be useful for modeling, or are not complete for the SWP area. It is also apparent that these

project oriented coverages do not have the continuity of mapping that an areawide interpretation of all

data would yield.

The available data suggests a bedrock surface that generally slopes from the north to south,

with significant local variation in the form of pre-glacial bedrock valleys. Bedrock outcrops at

elevation noo ft MSL are visible along the Plover River at Highway 66 northeast of the Stevens Point

airport wellfield. In the southern portion of the SWP area in the vicinity of the Plover wellfield, the

bedrock is at an elevation of 990 to tOoo ft MSL, and is covered by approximately 100 feet of

outwash. Available data suggests significant buried valleys approximately 2 miles east of Whiting,

trending to the south and southwest, and just southeast of the Stevens Point airport wellfield, trending

northeast to southwest.

Water Table

Considerable information is available describing the general configuration of the water table

because surface water (which can be thought of as a groundwater outcrop) elevations are known, and

because groundwater elevations can be calculated from numerous production well logs.

Unfortunately, these data were collected over many years and therefore are noUn instantaneous

snapshot of water table conditions. This is a source of error because the water table fluctuates with

short term, seasonal, and long term trends. There are also spatial differences in water table

fluctuations due to variable recharge/discharge dynamics. As an example, four long-term monitored

wells in unconfined sand and gravel aquifers in Wisconsin had an annual amplitude ranging from 0.16

ft to 4.32 ft, with an overall amplitude ranging from 6.08 to 26.72 (patterson and Zaporozec, 1985).

The water-level hydrograph for Well Pt376 in the SWP (Figure 2.6) notes an amplitude of

approximately 14 feet for the period 1960 through 1981 (Erickson and Cotter, 1983).

Existing water table maps are available from several sources. Holt (1965) mapped the water

table with 20 foot contours based on wells, irrigation pits, and other surface features. A more recent

map by Lippelt and Hennings (1981), although limited by the lack of data in certain areas, provides a

good approximation of the water table for the SWP area (Figure 2.4) at a regional scale.
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Figure 2.6 Water-level hydrograph for well Pt376 (adapted from Erickson and Cotter, 1983).
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Project scale water table maps are also available. Weeks et al. (1965) mapped 5 foot contour

intervals for the Little Plover River basin. Hickok (1981) mapped the water table with 2 foot contours

for the Stevens Point airport area. These sources of data represent field projects, and the resulting

maps provide a detailed description of the water table at that specific time.

Rechar~

Holt (1965) estimated the annual water yield of Portage County to be 10.6 inches, defined as

the excess of precipitation over estimated evapotranspiration (31.4 inches - 20.8 inches). The water

yield includes both surface water runoff and groundwater recharge. Because surface water runoff is

minimal for the SWP area because of flat topography and highly permeable soils and outwash, 9 to 10

inches of recharge is a commonly used estimate. For example, 91 % of the Little Plover River flow is

from groundwater (Weeks et al., 1965).

Stoertz (1985) estimated an average rate of recharge of 8 inches per year for the central sand

plain of Wisconsin using an inverse modeling technique. Bradbury et al. (1992) calculated an overall

recharge rate of 13 inches in recharge areas of the Buena Vista Basin, the area of the sand plain south

and southwest of the SWP area.

The areal pattern of recharge rates can be complex (Stoertz, 1985; Bradbury et al., 1992). A

computer derived recharge map of the area surrounding and upgradient of Whiting indicated rates

varied from less than 2 inches to more than 12 inches per year (WGNHS, 1986). Land use activities

have obvious influences on recharge rates. Irrigated agriculture increases the evapotranspiration

component of the water budget, decreasing the net amount of recharge. Irrigated corn, potatoes, and

beans were found to increase evapotranspiration by approximately 5.4,5.9, and 3.4 inches

respectively (Weeks and Stangland, 1971).

Land Use

Land use maps are available for all of Portage County, based on the best available information

througb 1986 (portage County Planning Department, 1987). General land use categories include

agriculture, irrigated agriculture, forest, grasslandlbrusbland/undeveloped, surface water, unsewered

residential, sewered urban, mobile home, recreation, industry, utility, airport, and extraction. The

land use maps for the SWP area are available as a GIS coverage (Figure 2.7). Three land use

categories, irrigated agriculture, forest, and dryland agriculture, account for nearly three fourths of the

total SWP area.
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Figure 2.7 Land use in the Stevens Point, Whiting, and Plover area.
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INFORMATION DEVELOPED FOR GROUNDWATER FLOW MODEL

Base Map

A base map for the SWP area (Figure 2~1) was created using Generic CADD (Autodesk,

1992). The road network, section comers, railroads, airport, municipal boundaries, and some water

features were digitized from USGS 7 1/2 minute quads. Other water features were obtained from the

Portage County Planning Department's ArcInfo GIS coverages for the area. All mapping was done

using Wisconsin state plane coordinates, central zone.

Well Information Database

Well logs and well construction reports are a significant source of hydrogeologic information

for site characterization, and were an original source for much of th~ background information noted

above. In order to update available information as muc;h asp<)ssible and to analyze it with consistency

and continuity for the entire SWP area, a database of well geologic logs and construction reports

through 1988 available from the Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources and the Wisconsin

Geological and Natural History Survey was compiled. Some additional well information described in

published reports was also included (Weeks et aI., 1965; Weeks and Stangland, 1971; Hickok, 1965;

Hickok, 1981; Donohue, 1989; RUST, 1993).

The database was implemented using the PC based dBASE IV software (Borland, 1988).

Fields.were included for well ID, location, construction, pump drawdown test, rock types, confidence

codes, and notes (Table 2.3). A total of694 wells in the SWP area (Figure 2.8) are described in the

database to varioUs degrees of accuracy and completeness.

Geologic logs and well construction reports were included when they could be located

accurately enough to. be useful. Well constructionrep<)rts are notorious for inaccuracies, and had to be

critically reviewed. Location decisions were made based on legal descriptions given, associated owner

and plat book information, USGS topo map features, aqd preliminary but unchecked well location
. .

mapping by the WGNHS. Some wells could be reliably located to a point on a map, but many others

only to a general area, such as a quarter section. Ninety-five percent of the wells are located to a 40

acre or smaller parcel. The degree of mapping resolution is recorded in the database and can be used

to qualify application of die database as needed. The state plane coordinates were determined by

digitizing the point or generalized location of the well on a 7 1/2 minute USGS topographic map.
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Table 2.3. Table structure for well log database.

Fjeld Fjeld Name 1)!pe WjdtblDec Description

1 POINT Numeric 4 Pt serial number
2 IRR Numeric 4 Irrigation well serial number
3 PERM Numeric 5 Permanent well ID number
4 MID Numeric 4 Miscellaneous well log identifier
5 WUWN Character 5 Wisconsin Unique Well Number
6 WID Numeric 4 Database unique well ID
7 TWN Numeric 2 Township (N)
8 RNG Numeric 2 Range (E)
9 SEC Numeric 2 Section
10 GOVLOT Numeric 2 Government lot number
11 QQQ Character 2 QuarterIquarterIquarter section
12 QQ Character 2 Quarterlquarter section
13 Q Character 2 Quarter sectil)n
14 X Numeric 1 State plane easterly (central zone)
15 Y Numeric 1 State plane northerly (central zone)
16 QUAD Character 15 Name of USGS topo map (7 1/2 min)
17 DATE Character 10 Well construction date
18 LOG Character 10 Abbreviated geologic log
19 ELEV SUR Numeric 7/2 Elevation of land surface (ft MSL)
20 ELEV-WAT Numeric 7/2 Elevation of water table (ft MSL)
21 ELEV-BED Numeric 7/2 Elevation of bedrock surface (ft MSL)
22 DEP WEL Numeric 6/2 Depth otwell (ft)
23 DEP-WAT Numeric 6/2 Depth to water (ft)
24 DEP BED Numeric 6/2 Depth to bedrock (ft)
25 CASE Numeric 6/2 Casing length (ft)
26 LGTH Numeric 6/2 Screen length or open interval (ft)
27 DIAM Numeric 6/2 Diameter of well (inches)
28 SC Numeric 7/2 Specific· capacity (gal/min/ft)
29 T Numeric 12/6 Transmissivity (m2/sec)
30 K Numeric 1216 Hydraulic conductivity (m/s)
31 GPM Numeric 7/2 Pump rate (gal/min)
32 LN Numeric 6/2 Length of pump test (hours)
33 PUMP Numeric 6/2 Depth to water when pumping (ft)
34 AQTHIC Numeric 6/2 Aquifer thickness (ft)
35 S Numeric 6/4 Storage coefficient
36 C Numeric 6/3 Well loss coefficient
37 STATUS Character 30 Status of transmissivity calculation
38 BEDWELL Logical 1 Well developed in bedrock (YIN)
39 HITBED Logical 1 Well hit bedrock (YIN)
40 SOURCE Character 5 Code for source(s) of well information
41 LOC CODE Numeric 2 Code for resolution of well location
42 BED-CODE Numeric 2 Code for reliability of bedrock data
43 NOTEs Character 7 General notes



Figure 2.8 Location of wells included in the Stevens Point, Whiting, and Plover well log
database.
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The surface elevation data contained in the database was ~lly estimated from USGS? 1/2

minute topographic maps. Because of the relatively ..t1~t surface .of the outwash, surfa~ elevation for

wells in this area could usually be estimated to plus or minus 2.5 feet. ...Wells in the moraines with

much greater relief could only be estimated when a point location could be determined for the well,

and then to plus or minus 10 feet. The surface elevation could not be estimated for 32 wells because

of generalized locations and variable relief. Bedrock and water table elevations were calculated

relative to the surface elevation. The depth to bedrock or water reported on the well log was

subtracted from the estimated surface elevation.

The geologic log information was only captured in an abbreviated form in the database. A

review of well logs indicated that the Ol~twash material was relatively uniform and would be treated as

a single hydrostratigraphic unit for the regional scale SWP model.

Bedrock Elevation Mappini

A composite map of the bedrock surface for the contiguous SWP area was made using USGS

7 1/2 minute topographic maps for bedrock outcrops and bedrock data from the well information

database.

As previously noted, the bedrock is covered by thick unconsolidated glacial deposits in much

of the SWP area. While it is known that the bedrock is closer to the surface in the north and

northwestern portion of the SWP area, there are few distinct bedrock outcrops. The Plover River

intersects a granite outcrop at an elevation of approximately 1100 ft MSL immediately below the

Jordan Dam at Highway 66. Holt (1965) and Weeks et aI. (1965) map two sandstone mounds just east

of Whiting and Plover. These mapped mounds could not be verified from outcrops or well logs.

However, a sandstone mound does outcrop along Hoover Road in the SW, NW, S14, T23N, R8E at

an elevation of 1090 ft MSL. It is a roughly circular mound approximately 15 feet in height. A

bedrock contact or likely contact was also noted for 180 wells in the well information database.

This bedrock surface information was contoured using Surfer (Golden Software, 1990). The

resulting preliminary contour map was carefully analyzed for logical inconsistencies or 1p1usual

features generated by a lone well point. Eight ofthe,well logs reporting bedrock contacts were

subjectively deemed unreliable, leaving 172 well contacts and 2 outcrops.

The other well logs in the database have no indication of bedrock, although many are thought

to be finished just above the bedrock. A possible bedrock contact for these was calculated as the

surface elevation minus the depth of well, rounded down to the. n~rest five foot increment. These
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possible bedrock elevations were posted on the preliminary bedrock contour map. Possible bedrock

elevations significantly below the previously mapped bedrock contours indicated a lower bedrock

elevation was appropriate at those sites. These were carefully reviewed and only consistent or

clustered wells were used. The bedrock contours were then redetermined using these additional wells.

This process was automated with a dBASE utility and repeated until alI likely near-bedrock wells were

identified. An additional 84 welIs were identified in this way. While improving the accuracy of the

bedrock contours, the use of assumed bedrock elevations only proposes that the bedrock surface is no

higher than this, but could, in fact, be lower. Sensitivity of the groundwater flow model to bedrock

elevation is noted in Chapter 3 and Appendix C.

The final contour map of the bedrock surface (Figure 2.9) ties many of the features noted in

previous reports together for the SWP area. The bedrock surface rises from an elevation of 980 ft

MSL in the southern portion of the SWP to 1120 ft in the northwest. Bedrock highs are apparent

northwest of the Stevens Point airport, 1 to 2 miles east of Highway 51 along Highway 10, and iD the

vicinity of the Little Plover River just west of Highway 51. Deep bedrock valIeys can be traced past

the Stevens Point wellfield, south towards the Whiting wellfield, and southwesterly from the Plover

wellfield. While this portrait of the buried bedrock surface is the best available information, it is

obvious that 172 known data points and 84 assumed data points can still only provide a generalized

description of a 150 square mile area.

Hydraulic Conductivjty Mappjni

A regional scale interpretation and mapping of hydraulic conductivity was accomplished by

estimating the hydraulic conductivity from well construction report specific capacity pump test data

using the method of Bradbury and Rothschild (1985). This method uses a computerized iterative

technique that corrects the specific capacity data for partial penetration and well loss. The computer

code was adopted to the dBASE programming language; input data was read directly from the welI

information database and calculated results written directly back to the database.

Input variables required include well diameter, screen length or open interval, length of the

pump test, pump rate, aquifer thickness, the storage coefficient, the welIloss coefficient, and depth to

water for pumped and not pumped conditions. This data can generalIy be found on well construction

reports, except for the storage coefficient, welI loss coefficient, and aquifer thickness. An average

value of 0.20 (Holt, 1965; Weeks and Stangland, 1971) was used for the storage coefficient for alI

calculations. WelIloss was assumed to be negligible (Rothschild, 1982). Aquifer thickness was taken
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Figure 2.9 Bedrock elevation in the Stevens Point, Whiting, and Plover area
(contours are in feet MSL).


